Measuring left ventricular peak longitudinal systolic strain from a single beat in atrial fibrillation: validation of the index beat method.
It is traditionally difficult to estimate left ventricular (LV) systolic function in atrial fibrillation (AF). The aim of this study was to validate the use of an index beat, the beat after the nearly equal preceding (RR1) and pre-preceding (RR2) intervals, for the measurement of LV peak longitudinal systolic strain (PLSS). The difference between RR1 and RR2 intervals of the index beat must be <60 msec. LV PLSS measured from the index beat (PLSSindex) was compared with LV PLSS measured from the conventional but time-consuming method of averaging multiple cardiac cycles (PLSSavg). Ninety-eight patients with persistent or permanent AF and resting ventricular rates ≤ 105 beats/min were prospectively included. LV PLSSindex and LV PLSSavg were obtained from two-dimensional speckle-tracking echocardiography. LV PLSSindex had a highly significant correlation with LV PLSSavg (r = 0.970, P < .001). Bland-Altman analysis showed only small bias of 0.01%, and the 95% limits of agreement were +1.64% to -1.62%. Compared with those with lower risk scores of stroke indicated by CHADS(2) scores < 2 or CHA(2)DS(2)-VASc scores < 2, patients with higher risk scores of stroke indicated by CHADS(2) scores ≥ 2 or CHA(2)DS(2)-VASc scores ≥ 2 had lower PLSSavg and PLSSindex (P ≤ .012). LV PLSSindex was a good alternative to LV PLSSavg in patients with AF. Use of the index beat to measure LV longitudinal systolic strain in patients with AF was as accurate as the time-consuming method of averaging multiple cardiac cycles.